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The Moon Angels of Emotional
Harmony
Angels of ‘E-Z-H-E-M-E’
19th Day of Lunar Cycle

‘A-Ch-A-L-A’
(Stejnar's cipher)

Beloved,

We teach how tangible feelings flowing in the body,
which is the realm of emotions,
relate to laws of harmony that govern the Universe.

We then inspire awareness of flowing love that brings
harmony into all polarities.

"Love conquers all."
"God is love."

We reveal deeper understanding of The ORIGINAL LAW,
from which all laws come,
The LAW OF ONE.

All other laws come from this original Law.
This Law overrides all lessor laws in all dimensions.

The LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I am
and I am one with all there is,
I ask that THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL
happen.
I give thanks that this is done.

So be it.
So it is.

Because emotions are compressed information,
they attract new realities out of the quantum
field
of infinite possibilities,
so keeping them positive is important.
The astral body, which is the part of your
energy field that experiences emotions,
heals itself naturally just as the physical body
does.
It does this through good circulation, flowing
with emotions as they come up,
and processing them with gratitude, love, and
empathy for the inner self
that is experiencing them.
Denying painful feelings, or projecting them on
others or to the outer worlds
attracts more and more pain.

Be aware of emotions as they occur,
allow them, give thanks for them.
They are only trying to help.
They only want to let you know that a part of
yourself is in pain.
What they teach you,
while connecting to them and experiencing
them,
allows them to transmute into higher
frequencies naturally.
Many times the realizations that arise are
mental aha's or insights,

sometimes the realizations are deeper
nonverbal feelings or sensations,
sometimes they are both.

Just like eating food, nutrients are utilized,
and that which is not needed is, in the original
blueprints of creation,
released from the body to nourish the plant
kingdom.

The astral body processes emotions as they
come up.
"As above, so below."
The process is similar to the material worlds,
the mental worlds and the spiritual worlds.

Painful emotions heal, and beautiful emotions
become more beautiful,
just as nutrients are absorbed and the body
thrives with food.

Just as food automatically digests, and the
waste is eliminated naturally,
so do emotions automatically
change and transform in ways that promote
life.
As long as negative emotions are flowing safely,
and not acted out destructively to self, others,
or property,
resisted, or denied, which causes more pain,
they will naturally transmute.

When painful or limiting feelings come up,
welcome them and thank them inwardly and let
them flow.
Negative feelings affect the immune system,
and healing them immediately,
when they first are noticed,
is important for health.

The more painful the feelings, the faster they
flow, and the quicker they heal
when done so in a meditative state.

Emotions are higher manifestations of the
water element, and like water,
must not stagnate, but must flow.

The Law of One governs life on every level.
All life naturally seeks harmony and unity with
divine beauty and perfection.
If an emotion is painful, it will automatically

adjust itself to divine harmony if it is
acknowledged, and allowed to flow with respect
and gratitude,
with thanksgiving for the lessons and wisdom it
is teaching, and finally love.
There are seven chackras, or spinning vortexes of energy, in
the human body.
The three below the heart are the soul.
The three above the heart are the spirit.

When the soul and spirit are married in sacred love in the
heart,
immortality becomes
possible.
The quantum field operates through emotions.
Emotions must be happy for cohesion to exist.
For the body to experience youth and immortality,
happy and uplifting emotions must be the natural state.

Happiness depends on the highest good of all happening,
because all beings are part
of a unified field of consciousness.
When one is harmed, it affects all in the quantum field.
When one is helped, all are helped.

Each chackra corresponds to important glands
that secret powerful consciousness
changing chemicals into the bloodstream.

The first chackra is everything to do with physical reality.
The second is everything to do with relationships.
The third is everything to do with emotions.
The heart must love physical reality, relationships, and
emotions to keep them pure and divine.
The fifth chackra is everything to do with creativity.
The sixth is everything to do with wisdom and knowledge.

The seventh is everything to do with desires and willpower.
The heart must love creativity, knowing and desires to keep
them pure and divine.
When the first three and the last three are loved equally,
and work together in harmony through unconditional divine
love,
immortality becomes possible,
as glandular centers produce anti-aging and consciousness
enlightening substances.

In the mastery of flowing emotions, the understanding of the Law of One law of utmost
importance, because flowing emotion creates magnetism and attraction.

Flowing emotions are the precursor of manifestation on the physical plane
and therefore flowing emotions determine whether the physical realm
manifests Heaven or hell.

Harm done to anyone, self or other, harms the entire Web of Life.

A child of God must understand that flowing emotions are like
water, they purify and remain beautiful and clear by flowing freely in the presence of
empathy.
Negative flowing emotions must be rendered harmless by transforming
them through allowing them to flow safely, and transmuting them
with unconditional all encompassing love as they flow to resolution.

When negative emotions arise, a person learns to not act out destructively
and create more painful harvests.

Either denying these emotions ,
which forces them underground into the subconsciousness and body
tissue where they still attract negativity,
or acting out emotions destructively,
causes more pain.

Negative emotions are allowed, instead, to flow and heal safely,
in an atmosphere of unconditional all encompassing love, respect
and gratitude for all the lessons learned, so that they transform and transmute,
becoming
life affirming and life giving once more.

Remember that emotions are astral beings, with intelligence.
They are the subtle essence
of physical water, which also has intelligence.
Both of them, emotions and water,
become pure and beautiful in the presence of love, respect and gratitude,
no matter how toxic they have become.

It is in the silence that each person flows with emotions that arise.
If the emotions are wounded and painful, he or she learns to let them flow to
healing and transformation in an atmosphere of unconditional all encompassing
love FOR THE EMOTIONS THEMSELVES AND FOR THE INNER WOUNDED
CHILD WHO IS PRODUCING THEM,
and does not destructively act them out.
Water must flow to stay pure and clean, and so must emotions.

Stagnant water is poisonous and so are stagnant, repressed and dissociated emotions.
By loving the emotional realm with unconditional empathy,
instead of destructively acting out negative emotions
or by attempting to
resist, deny, judge, bypass, or suppress them,
they change and become pure and life giving once again.

Always remember that emotions heal by flowing.

As emotions flow, insights grow.

In the process of allowing wounded emotions to flow safely with love, respect
and gratitude, memories about an earlier emotionally wounding event in life
are often reawakened.

This remembered event is the original source of these wounded feelings.

As these memories of the event are relived over and over so that every feeling
associated with the event is felt with love, respect, and gratitude ,
healing insights
arise about the why and how behind this traumatic event.

Healing images also arise from the subconscious.

These powerful healing insights and images restore positive beliefs and ideas
about self and others and reality in general.

In this process a Child of Light SEES AND UNDERSTANDS THEIR PREVIOUS DESTINY.
He or she understands why everything happened just the way that it did at the time,
and downloads amazing amounts of information about what does and does not work in
creation
from a deeply personal point of view.

He or she also sees how to correct the original memory in imagination for the ultimate
highest good of all concerned.

By imagining oneself going back in time and speaking The Law of One to everyone and
everything involved
in a painful memory,
time itself is changed.
The imagination activates the pineal gland, which initiates hundreds of thousands of
chemical changes in
the physical body in response to what is imagined.
In this way cellular memory is rewritten to create and magnetize heaven on earth now
and for the future.

Once negative emotions are transformed into positive ones, it is possible for a person
to go into the silence and emotionally flow with the ONENESS OF ALL LIFE
and emotions of Divine Will for the highest good of all.

These powerful emotions attract a wonderful new destiny.

Positive emotions are gloriously beneficial to self and others.

EMOTION IS MAGNETISM.

Beautiful emotions magnetize beautiful realities into being.

These following understandings of the nature of magnetism,
emotions, and the water element are important:

(1)
Emotions MUST FLOW.
Positive tangible feelings in the body become more positive by
flowing,
and negative emotions heal also
by flowing in a safe and non-destructive way in an
environment of all encompassing, unconditional love.

Negative emotions become toxic if they are bottled up,
denied, judged, resisted, acted out destructively, or
disassociated from. They must be allowed to flow safely
with an attitude towards them of unconditional love. This
love sees their origin in wounding events earlier in life, and
validates the inner child who was and is rightfully upset. By
letting this inner child cry and express itself in an atmosphere
of love, the

emotions transform and healing occurs.
It is difficult to meditate on the positive emotions of the Divine
Virtues
when negative
emotions are begging to be heard, felt, and healed.
Trying to avoid and hold back the healing process
takes tremendous energy and is exhaustive, and

suppresses the immune system, causing disease.

It is important to heal negative tangible feelings in the body
by letting them flow safely when they come up.
Denied, bottled up negative emotions go inward into the
subconscious and are held in body tissue, not only causing
dis-ease and suppressing the immune system, but are acted
out
sub-consciously in self-defeating ways without conscious
awareness.

Negative feelings must be allowed to flow
IN A SAFE AND NON-DESTRUCTIVE MANNER,
for it is in flowing that they are healed.

Find a safe place to feel the negative emotions without acting
them
out destructively. Cry or scream into a pillow in order not to
alarm others.
Do not break anything, or harm yourself. Use eye movement
like you do
naturally in dreaming. Moving the eyes back and forth left to
right over and over
shifts the emotional energy between the two hemispheres of
the brain and
allows flowing

emotions to process intuitively, emotionally, and rationally.
Strong over-reactive negative emotions almost always go back
to an old unresolved emotional traumatic event; to one of the
many painful events happening in very young childhood.

By allowing negative emotions to flow freely, a memory of
the original wounding event is often remembered.
By re-living the painful memory over and over in your mind
from
beginning to end, and feeling through all
emotions each time;
healing insights arise as the emotions heal naturally.

More and more is remembered with each time of
reliving the painful memory.

Reliving the painful memory over and over allows ALL
of the old emotions
to be accepted, validated, and to be loved back into
health.

Using rapid eye movement, moving the eyes back and
forth like the body does in dreaming sleep, shifts the flow of
emotional energy between the two hemispheres of the brain
so that the
emotions are processed in a whole brain manner.
Allowing negative emotions to flow and process in this way
brings healing. This is how to heal negative emotions and
prevent negative emotions from harming yourself or others.

(2)
Once negative emotions are healed, meditating on flowing
emotions of
the Divine Virtues comes naturally and arouses emotions of
wonderful happiness and power.
This is done effectively in a whole brain manner using the
will-thought-emotions-sensation technique of the
ancient language explained in these messages.

The stronger the positive emotions,
the stronger the magnetic power of attraction.
These emotions attract Divine Virtues into manifestation,
thereby manifesting Heaven on Earth
Great are the heavenly realities that manifest in the physical
world!
Learning to control the mind so that it focuses and meditates
on
the beauty and perfection of the Divine, allows the child
of God to walk the path of the miraculous in total
consciousness.

We help the children of God
understand the laws of harmony of emotion through analogy.
In every moment, in every situation, the most
harmonious emotions flow
when the mind sees Divine Life expressing itself throughout
all existence.

* * *

We encourage you to meditate on the letters of the ancient language,
thereby becoming masters of consciousness and feeling.

By meditating on the divine virtues associated with the letters of our name,
and calling on our help, the following is gained:

E-Z-H-E-M-E
E
Through the experience of omnipresence, we show you
how to spiritualize matter, obtain clairvoyance, and
understand the mysteries of manifesting new realities.
---------

Z
We help seekers gain general mind
expansion, talents, and abilities such as eloquence,
abstract ability, and grasp of high tantric magic.
---------

H
We teach all levels of the symbolic expressions
of the ancient language, the power of the word.
---------

E
We evoke the highest forms of intuition and confer
the ability to transfer consciousness and transform
ordinary consciousness into cosmic consciousness.
---------

M
We initiate masters of feelings, vitality, and the
change process in order to help understand and master
the laws of fluidity and manifestation.
---------

E
We teach seekers to intensify their ideas
and visions into material form.’
---------

Every 19th day of each 28-Day Moon Cycle we flood the earth with feelings
of the beauty of Divine Will, Divine Intelligence and Divine Ideas.
We also flood the earth with tangible bodily feelings of Divine Love and Mercy,
and Divine Beauty in everything that exists.

These feelings attract Heaven on Earth for all life.

EZHEME

*** ECSTASY ***

Names, phrases, or sections, are quoted
or paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon, [The Practice of Magical
Evocation ISBN 3-921338-02-6 and The Key to the True Quaballah, ISBN
3-921338-13-4]. Publisher is Dieter Ruggeberg, Wuppertal/ W. Germany.
These books have detailed information on the meanings of the letters on all
four levels of will, mind, emotion, and form, and all of the beings of the zodiac.

Feel free to share these messages

Together we are One,
Sharing love and light in ever-expanding
Harmonic Waves of Pure Being.

LANGUAGE OF COSMIC LOVE, A - Z
Love Brightens the Day, Love Lights the Way

